already spending over $1 billion this year on nuclear
weapons activities – are “busy designing a new
warhead for a new, long-range standoff weapon.”
But she added a note of hope, over the United
Nations conference that resulted in 122 nations
approving a treaty for the complete abolition of
nuclear weapons, with one nation abstaining and
one voting against. (Not surprisingly, none of the
current nuclear weapons nations participated in the
conference.)
“We’re here at a critical juncture where there is
escalating nuclear danger,” Kelley said, “but there
is also escalating pressure for global nuclear
disarmament …. The overwhelming number of
nations in the world say nuclear weapons are
unacceptable. They are now illegal, and we must
work toward their actual physical dismantlement
and elimination.”
Picking up on the medical profession’s motto, “First,
do no harm,” medical oncologist and global warming
expert Dr. Jan Kirsch warned of the catastrophic
dangers posed by even a “limited” nuclear attack of
some 100 Hiroshima-sized bombs. Tens of millions
would die in the immediate aftermath, she said,
while blockage of the sun by debris would bring
worldwide crop failures, and “a couple billion people
would die within the next few years.”
Noting that over $1 trillion is currently allocated for
U.S. nuclear weapons over the next 30 years, Kirsch
– a global warming specialist with Physicians for
Social Responsibility – asked the crowd, “Wouldn’t it
be a magnificent thing if we could mobilize money
and minds to get to carbon neutrality within several
years, not several decades? These are the things we
should be spending our money on, not on weapons
that could only be used to usher in the last day of

U.S. youth work for
peace
By Cameron Orr
On October 14 – 22nd, an estimated 50,000 youth
from over 183 countries will gather in Sochi, Russia
for the 19th World Festival of Youth and Students
(WFYS). This worldwide gathering of young leaders
will work together towards a united struggle against
imperialism, racism, and fascism, while highlighting
the role of the youth in the struggle for gender
equality, workers’ rights, free access to education
and healthcare, and many other issues. The festival
will also help build international solidarity and
friendship through sports and cultural events.
The festival slogan is, “For peace, solidarity, and
social justice, we struggle against imperialism —
Honoring our past, we build the future!” It is being
held in Russia in honor of the 100th anniversary of
the great October Revolution and will also honor
the memory of Ernesto “Che” Guevara, Fidel Castro
Ruz, and Mohamed Adelaziz, leader of the Sahrawi
national liberation movement against Moroccan
occupation of Western Sahara, the last remaining
colony in Africa.
Throughout the years the Festival Movement has
defended and advanced civil and democratic rights,
and the rights of nations to self-determination. It is
organized by the World Federation of Democratic
Youth (WFDY), which was formed at the initiative of

civilization.”
In 1971 Pentagon war planner Daniel Ellsberg released the
Pentagon Papers, a top-secret Department of Defense study of U.S.
political and military involvement in Vietnam from 1945 to 1967.
He has been a dedicated campaigner for disarmament ever since.
As featured speaker at the rally, Ellsberg pointed out that the
atomic bombs ultimately killed around 300,000 at Hiroshima and
Nagasaki.
“The threats Trump was making the other day – the words and
music were a little different, but the sense has been the same for 70
years,” he said. “The truth is, the American people need to tell this
president, and Congress and the media: the U.S. has no nuclear
first-use option on the table. That is not an option – it is a rehearsal
for the destruction of life on earth.”
Takashi Tanemori, who survived the Hiroshima bombing as a child,
urged that peace, kindness and forgiveness should replace the
threats now being uttered about fire, fury and destruction.
Christine Hong, a faculty member at the University of California,
Santa Cruz and an expert on North Korea, reminded the crowd
that the Korean War, which began in 1950, had horrendous
consequences for the Korean peninsula as a whole and for North
Korea in particular. “In an asymmetrical conflict in which the U.S.
monopolized the skies, raining down ruin from on high,” she said,
“an estimated 4 million Koreans – the vast majority of them civilians
– were killed. Chinese statistics indicate that North Korea lost an
unimaginable 30 percent of its population.”
Calling North Korea “the most heavily sanctioned nation on this
earth,” Hong said the country has been the subject of ongoing
regime change efforts by the United States, including nuclear
threats on several occasions and the basing of U.S. nuclear weapons
in South Korea in defiance of the 1953 armistice agreement.
A peace treaty has never been signed; officially the Korean War has
never ended.•
the World Youth Council in 1945 to fight against fascism. WFDY
is an internationally recognized NGO enjoying consultative status
with the United Nations’ Economic and Social Council and with the
UN Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization. It is also a
member of the International Meeting of Communist and Workers’
Parties (IMCWP).
The Communist Party USA (CPUSA) is sending a diverse delegation
of young people to the festival. Two delegates from the New
York District of the CPUSA will be attending and are organizing a
Roundtable and Party on October 1st from 4pm - 7pm at Henry
Winston Unity Hall (235 W 23rd St., 7th Floor) to involve young
workers and trade unionists, students, organizers, and activists
in the preparations for the festival. There will music, videos and
culture; drinks and snacks; and great conversation with young
leaders in the movement of the 99%.
Do you think the struggles of young people around the world are
connected? How are they connected? Tell the New York delegates
to the 19th World Festival of Youth and Students about the issues
that matter to you and what issues you think should be highlighted
at the festival. If you would like to attend the event on October
1st, you can find more info and RSVP via the Facebook event link
at www.facebook.com/WFYSUSA or send an email to cameron@
yclusa.org. A report back will be organized after the delegates
have returned from the festival. •
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Trump, evicter-inchief
By Cameron Orr
Landlord-in-chief Donald Trump wants to evict
800,000 people from the U.S. On September 5th,
the Trump administration announced it intends to
end the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals.
Some DACA recipients, employed in the
construction industry, built the very buildings that
have made such real-estate moguls rich.
Every day the people of New York City are fighting
landlords and their racist policies. This past week
has been no exception. On Wednesday, August
30th, thousands turned out for a march to protect
DACA. It was organized by 15 different community
organizations including 32BJ SEIU, Working
Families Party, Make the Road New York, New York
Immigration Coalition, United We Dream, Tenants
and Neighbors, Churches United For Fair Housing
(CUFFH), New York Communities for Change,
Alliance for Quality Education (AQE), VOCAL NY,
the Women’s March, and the Center for Popular
Democracy. Thousands in cities and municipalities
around the country also rallied and marched to
defend DACA.

42,000 New Yorkers were protected by DACA. A sit-down protest against the repeal of
DACA took place in front of Trump Tower Tuesday, Sept. 5th. (Scott Heins/Gothamist)

THIS WEEKS TOP STORIES:
• Arpaio: Trump’s Waterloo?
• The decline of the NYC taxi industry
• The Eternal Fight Against Poverty

The Trump administration didn’t listen and didn’t
care. Less than a week later, Attorney General Jeff
Sessions was serving a horrific eviction notice to
nearly 1 million people.

• Hurricanes and the storm of climate denial

Thousands came out in protest across the state
and nation that same day. At Trump Tower in New
York City, 34 protestors with Our Revolution and
Movimiento Cosecha were arrested, including
9 DACA recipients. In the evening, thousands
more rallied in Foley Square and marched across
the Brooklyn Bridge. Protests also took place in
Syracuse and in the Hudson Valley. On Friday the
8th, the people of Staten Island and Rochester
came out in protest and a Colombus Circle action
took place on Saturday, immediately following the
Labor Day Parade.

• U.S. youth work for peace

As People’s World writer Mark Gruenberg wrote,
Sessions “has praised immigration laws enacted in
the U.S. in the 1920’s … designed by eugenicists
whose racist theories were later used by Hitler
and the Nazis.” They were “based on the goal of
preserving ‘healthy Anglo-Saxon racial stock’ in
America.”

• A lesson for the US: Cuba’s response to hurricanes
• California protests “radioactive” Livermore nuke lab

More stories online at NY.PWW.org
Sessions said they were ending DACA to “advance” the “unsurpassed
legal heritage” “inherited from our Founders” and invoked — four times —
the “rule of law.”
In 1850, the “rule of law” included the Fugitive Slave Act. This law “required
officials and all citizens of Northern states to assist in deporting escaped

slaves, or anyone a Southerner claimed was an escaped slave, to a
brutal and usually short life of horrendous labor on the cotton and
sugarcane plantations of Mississippi and Louisiana,” as People’s
World writer Art Perlo has pointed out.
Africans enslaved in the U.S., workers, Union soldiers, and
abolitionists including the former U.S. President Abraham Lincoln
changed that law, and the entire economic system of racialized
chattel slavery it existed to preserve. The “inheritors” of the
planter class worked to undo Reconstruction with Jim Crow,
and to undo the gains of the Civil Rights Movement with voter
suppression laws, housing and education segregation, right-towork and other union-busting laws and tactics. The “inheritor”
at the head of the executive branch, which includes our military
and police institutions, now aims to scapegoat immigrant workers
for an economy that was destroyed on a global scale by housing
speculators like Secretary of Treasury Steve Mnuchin. The Trump
administration also aims to turn back every gain made by the U.S.
people after they elected the first African-American President of
the U.S.
Many immigrants have come to the U.S. escaping the destruction
caused by the foreign policy of the Pentagon (also part of the
executive branch), intended in large part to help Big Oil executives,
like Secretary of State Rex Tillerson, secure their control over
production and transport of oil worldwide. Now they are being
displaced again.
Even before Sessions formally announced the plan to tear apart
working families all across the U.S., ICE had already started telling
family members of illegally detained DACA-recipients, “When
Trump came in, DACA doesn’t exist anymore.” United We Dream
and other Immigration justice organizations are now alerting the
public of a mass, nationwide deportation raid being planned from
mid- to late-September which will target 6,000 – 10,000 people.
ICE is calling it “Operation Mega.” (bit.do/deportation)
During the Foley Square rally, executive director of the New York
Immigration Coalition Steven Choi reminded the crowd that while
DACA was enacted by former U.S. President Barack Obama, this

Arpaio:Trump’s Waterloo?
By Albert Bender

Will the disgraceful pardon of the brazenly racist Sheriff Joe
Arpaio be Trump’s Waterloo? It certainly should be. Trump has
done what no other “president” in recent U.S. history has ever
done: He has, by his actions, endorsed virulent racism, lauded
flagrant white supremacy, and praised the holding of people of
color—specifically Latinos—in what by Arpaio’s own admission he
proudly called a “concentration camp.”
As sheriff of Maricopa County, Ariz., Arpaio was infamous for his
racial profiling, arrest, and confinement of Latinos in tents in tripledigit Arizona temperatures. This hardcore racist was most vilely
known for the establishment of the “Tent City,” a huge outdoor
jail that at its height held 1,700 inmates. It was opened by Arpaio
in 1993.

was a victory won through the sustained struggle of
a national coalition of immigrant rights advocates,
organized labor, and sections of the business
owning class, and was “led by undocumented
immigrant youth.” “And for the next six months,” he
said “undocumented immigrant youth will again
lead the fight!”

A Lesson for the US:
Cuba’s Response to
Hurricanes

These constant drills are coupled with an
integrated response from local fire departments,
health, transportation and other vital public
services. Above all, Cuba places “tremendous
emphasis on educating the population” to keep
communities and families, particularly the most
vulnerable, safe.

“97% [of immigrants] are in school or working,”
said New York Attorney Eric Schneiderman. “They
pay $140 million in state and local taxes here in
NY. Rescinding DACA, according to some experts,
could cost New York over $38 billion over the next
decade.” To Trump, Schneiderman said, “I’ll see
you in court.”

By teleSUR (telesurtv.net/english)

“A taxi driver can tell you what a hurricane 5 is on
the Saffir-Simpson scale and they will give you a
whole lecture on what they need to do to prepare,”
said Reed.

“This President of the Confederacy,” began
Hector Figueroa, President of 32BJ SEIU, “thinks
that only people who look like him, who hate like
him, who lie like him are to be welcomed in this
country. … Those who are Republicans and those
collaborators of Republicans in New York State
who call themselves Democrats, need to come out
and defend the Dreamers in Washington D.C. and
the Dreamers in Albany” he said, referring to the
Independent Democratic Conference (IDC), who
were elected as Democrats in the State Senate, but
have been voting with Republicans.
“I am a proud immigrant of New York!” said DACArecipient Flor Reyes. “If I was to be deported, my
siblings would be alone.” DACA “provided us
with the opportunity to work to contribute to the
economy of New York.” “[This] administration has
let us down day after day after day. It preaches to
be nation of immigrants and yet we [do not] have
any immigration reform.” “I am a senior in college;
I am a daughter; I am a niece,” she said “and I
simply want to give back to my community. Where
is the crime in that Mr. Trump?” •
Inmates were forced to work on chain gangs,
which had been discontinued in other parts of the
U.S. in 1955. The outdoor jail also had the only allfemale chain gang. Inmates were publicly paraded
through the local streets to be humiliated.
Women were particularly abused at Tent City. The
Justice Department found examples of Latina
inmates being “denied basic sanitary items,”
“forced to remain with sheets or pants soiled
from menstruation,” or put in solitary confinement
because they could not understand English.
A federal court found Arpaio guilty, in 2011, of

The conditions at this facility were incredible. Surrounded by
an electrified fence, it was, according to Amnesty International,
inhumane, dangerous, and overcrowded. For months at a time,
those sentenced for minor crimes, such as shoplifting, slept under
cloth tents on bunk beds resting on large cement slabs. During the
summer, temperatures could easily reach 130 degrees. I’m familiar
with the Phoenix heat, having lived there in the early 1990s. It
is stifling, like being in a pizza oven. So it’s no surprise that one
detainee described being in Tent City as feeling “like you are in a
furnace.”
The living conditions were minimalist in that the inmates were Prisoners walk under the blazing sun in Tent City, Maricopa County, 1997.
provided only two meals a day, valued at $0.30 each. Cigarettes
Photograph: Jean-Loup Sense/AFP/Getty Images
and coffee were banned.

Preparedness and prevention are hallmark qualities of the
Cuban Revolution. They’re evident in the Caribbean island’s
medical sector, educational system, environmental policies and
at Playa de Giron in 1961. However, an often overlooked area
where these two qualities safeguard the well-being of Cuban
families is the development of a hurricane evacuation plan.
As one-time hurricane, now tropical storm, Harvey continues to
wreak havoc in Houston and other areas of Texas and Louisiana,
and on the eve of the 12-year anniversary of Hurricane Katrina,
teleSUR spoke with Gail Reed. She is executive editor of the
Medicc Review, a peer-review journal about health and medicine
in Latin American, Caribbean, and other developing countries,
and a journalist who has spent more than three decades in
Cuba. We wanted her insight into Cuba’s local preparation and
prevention plans, compared to U.S. disaster relief efforts, and
how these distinct measures save lives as well as property during
severe storms.
Our conversation began with Reed expressing solidarity with the
people of Texas and Louisiana, as well as first responders, stressing
that their predicament faced with the catastrophic flooding
occasioned by tropical storm Harvey is “unforgivable.”
She proceeded to detail Cuba’s intersectoral preparedness and
response to hurricanes, which include education, drilling and how
the country’s relatively small civil defense force is deployed at
provincial, municipal and local community levels when a storm is
first detected.
Reed stressed that while “Hurricanes give you several days
warning” the Cuban government “gives seven days warning,”
during which time local communities are given ample opportunity
to prepare for the worst.
She noted that local leaders are the protagonists of “disaster
warning processes based on constant drilling,” which takes place
under the rubric of “risk-reduction” in every province, city, town
and village.

The journalist also pointed out that Cuba no
longer talks about evacuation, but rather focuses
on “protection,” which includes reinforcing “a
local school” capable of accommodating local
communities and pets.
She said that, unlike the people of Texas and
Louisiana affected by tropical storm Harvey, all of
whom must apply for federal aid, Cubans, despite
the country’s vastly inferior economic resources,
do not feel as though they will be abandoned “no
matter what,” nor subjected to market-driven price
gouging of vital supplies as witnessed in Texas
today [August 28th].
Cuba’s “small loss of life and property,” Reed
emphasized, is usually significantly less than that
seen in major disasters like Hurricane Katrina and
now tropical storm Harvey. And the reason is this
level of preparation.
According to Reed, the Cuban approach to
prevention policies demonstrate a thoughtful
insight into the sheer power of nature and the
impact of climate change. The U.S. philosophy
of disaster relief, on the other hand, is more of
an afterthought, which fails to recognize human
frailties.
Reed recalls how in 2005, Cuba, which has suffered
over half century of a U.S. economic blockade,
offered to send 1,500 medical professionals from
the Henry Reeves Brigade to help the people of
New Orleans in the wake of Hurricane Katrina.
The former U.S. President George W. Bush, swiftly
rejected the offer.•

California groups protest
“radioactive” Livermore
nuke lab
By Marilyn Bechtel
LIVERMORE, Calif. – As Donald Trump’s “fire and fury” statements
directed at North Korea ratcheted up worldwide concerns Above: Biochemical warfare soldiers during a drill as part of Ulchi Freedom
over possible nuclear war, some 250 demonstrators gathered Guardian, joint military drills involving 50,000 South Korean troops and
outside the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory Aug. 9, to
around 175,000 soldiers from the United States . (AFP Photo)
commemorate the 72nd anniversary of the U.S. nuclear bombing
Below: South Korean and U.S. tanks fire live rounds during a military
of Hiroshima and Nagasaki during World War II and to demand
exercise near the border of North Korea. (Kim Hong-Ji/Reuters)
permanent, total abolition of nuclear weapons.
After an opening rally nearby, protesters marched to the lab’s
gates, where they held a ceremonial die-in and dance. Later, some
four dozen demonstrators were nonviolently arrested after they
defied police demands to disperse.
Marylia Kelley, executive director of the Livermore-based TriValley Communities against a Radioactive Environment, opened
the rally with a warning that the lab’s weapons developers –

these illegal activities and ordered him and his
deputies to cease detaining Latinos during patrols
based simply on suspicion of their immigration
status, rather than on any traffic offenses. But
the racial profiling, arrests, and imprisonment
continued unabated. Arpaio was found guilty by
another federal judge in July of criminal contempt
for disobeying the previous court order. He was
due to be sentenced on Oct. 5 and faced up to
six months in prison for willfully violating a federal
court order.

Hurricanes and the
storm of climate
denial
By Blake Skylar
As Texas deals with the aftermath of Hurricane
Harvey, Florida braces itself for Hurricane Irma,
and Hurricane Jose strengthens in the Atlantic
Ocean, the effects of climate change are once
again on display. The Trump administration continues to deny what scientists have been saying
for decades: that global warming would increase
these types of weather extremes, with devastating
results. Those results are plain to see, and there’s
still more to come.

Residents struggle through flood waters from tropical storm Harvey in Beaumont Place, Texas,

Harvey pummeled the city of Houston, displac- August 28. Trump has moved to cut federal funds for disaster relief and has also failed to fill key
ing over one million people and causing at least posts in agencies responsible for handling natural disasters such as the National Oceanic and
71 confirmed deaths. Irma’s damage cannot yet
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). (Reuters)
be fully quantified, but it is already the strongtributing factor. Outdated infrastructure – and a deliberate lack
est Atlantic hurricane in history, wending its way
of funding to bring it into the 21st century – is also to blame, as is
through Puerto Rico, Cuba, and Hispaniola, and
the ongoing denial of global warming by politicians, particularly
currently on target to strike southern Florida.
the GOP, who are part of a presidential administration that has
Already, it has wreaked catastrophic damage on
been stacked with climate change skeptics and friends of the
Eastern Carribean islands, including Barbuda,
fossil fuel industry.
which has been rendered uninhabitable. Jose,
while still classified as a Category 1 storm, is
It’s worth noting that the Houston-Harvey situation was very much
growing stronger, and is expected to continue to
a conditional one. A lack of rain-absorbing green space and poor
do so over the next 48 hours.
zoning laws were important factors, as was Houston’s outdated
and poorly regulated drainage system, which is designed to clear
What do these hurricanes have in common? All
out just 12 to 13 inches of rain in a 24-hour period, rendering
three were bolstered by conditions established
it incredibly obsolete and ridiculously inappropriate for what is
due to the effects of climate change. According
regarded as the most flood-prone city in the U.S.
to Dann Mitchell, researcher at the University of
Bristol, to say that global warming produced the
What happened in Texas is but one example of the crumbling
tropical storms is inaccurate. What it has done,
infrastructure in this country. Long before Harvey came along,
however, is turn them into more destructive
domestic infrastructure had consistently received a “D” grade
forces than they would otherwise have been. “We
from the American Society of Civil Engineers for the last 19 years,
must probe how climate change alters extreme
showing that there has been no progress made in rebuilding or
weather,” he advised. “Aside from the warming
improving anything. It’s estimated that at least $4.6 trillion would
atmosphere, rising sea level and surface ocean
be required to sufficiently address this crisis over the 2017-2025
warming have likely contributed to the impact of
period.
both Harvey and Irma.”
Kerry Emanuel, an atmospheric scientist at MIT,
also agreed that conditions were, unfortunately,
just right for these storms – particularly, for Irma,
which “had everything going for it. The water
was warm, the layer of warm water was deep,
and there was almost no wind sheer, which tends
to be very destructive to hurricanes. [Irma] can
live up to its potential, if you will.” As for Harvey,
in 1990 it would have been a 100-year storm,
said Emanuel. In today’s climate conditions, it’s a
15-year storm. As these storms go, this is the new
state of affairs.
“It’s important to note that climate change has
already caused higher sea levels, so any storm
surge is happening on top of a higher initial level,
leading to more coastal flooding,” said Chris Holloway, a tropical storm expert at the University of
Reading. “Also, climate change leads to increased
rainfall for a storm of given strength, leading to
increased freshwater flooding. Climate change
also likely increases the probability of storms
reaching an extremely high intensity.”
Climate change, of course, is not the only con-

Rather than fund infrastructure improvement, President Trump
has mostly withdrawn what protections former president Barack
Obama was able to put into place. He rescinded an Obama administration mandate that called for federal agencies to consider
the impacts of climate change when building infrastructure. Now,
construction projects can take place along the coasts without
considering the impacts of sea level rise, which will further place
people in harm’s way when more hurricanes hit.
“This is climate science denial at its most dangerous, as Trump
is putting vulnerable communities at risk by throwing out any
guarantee that our infrastructure will be safe,” said Sierra Club
executive director Michael Brune. “He decries our failing and
crumbling infrastructure, but rather than continue policy that
would fix some of the problems, he’s decided to pour taxpayer
dollars into the rising seas.”
Jeffrey Kargel, of the Department of Hydrology & Atmospheric
Sciences at the University of Arizona, said that the current administration must question its denial of climate change in order
to begin to make the U.S. resilient enough to deal with extreme
weather events. “Right now,” he remarked, “the rapid pace of climate change is set by government policies in the U.S. and many
other countries. We cannot turn it around in a few years or even a
decade, but we can still worsen it.” •

But, in walks Trump to save the day for this
apartheid lawman. On Friday, Aug. 25, late in the
evening, under the cover of Hurricane Harvey, one
of the worst weather disasters in recent memory,
Trump cravenly issued a pardon to the archracist, Arpaio. Trump undoubtedly thought that
the humanitarian crisis would overshadow this
cowardly act. Notwithstanding the horrific climate
crisis barreling down on Texas, a firestorm of
criticism was sparked by the pardon.
Trump has the temerity to call Arpaio a great
American patriot” when this unmitigated racist
operated a jail that approached detention
conditions reminiscent of the concentration
camps of Nazi Germany. Indeed, Latino prisoners
chanted “Hitler! Hitler!” in protest when TV news
reporters came to Tent City in 2009. It is a shame
on America that this atrocity was open for so long.
Inmates were subjected to humiliation and torture
for 24 long years.
It is a further disgrace for this country that its chief

executive issued a pardon to the public official responsible for this
abomination. Trump has made a mockery of what little rule of law
there is left in this country.
Much of the reproach has come from Trump’s own Republican
Party, with Paul Ryan and John McCain censuring him. Even Trump’s
own secretary of State, Rex Tillerson, was left unable to defend the
action, simply stating, “The president speaks for himself.” All are
apparently distancing themselves from the increasingly isolated
commander in chief.
This pardon is a green light to further turn loose the racist “dogs
of war,” to further embolden the backward, hate-filled segments
of this society. It is an invitation to violence that could well ignite a
civil conflict in this country the likes of which have not been seen
since the Civil War.
That the rest of the world is alarmed by developments in the U.S.
is shown by the issuance of a formal “early warning” over the racial
situation in the country by a United Nations committee tasked with
combating racism. This is an exceptional move that often signals
the potential for an impending civil struggle.
This pardon might well have been the proverbial straw to break
the camel’s back as there is now a march underway that started
on Monday, Aug. 28, from Charlottesville, Va. to Washington, D.C.
to oppose white supremacy and demand that Trump be removed
from office.
The “March to Confront White Supremacy” will take ten days
traveling to the U.S. Capitol, where participants will occupy it
and engage in non-violent demonstrations with the objective of
removing Trump from the presidency. Indeed, this could well be
the beginning of Trump’s political road to Waterloo—ignited by his
abominable, racist pardon. •

The decline of the
NYC taxi industry
By Gabe Falsetta and Gary Bono
The utter chaos that has engulfed New York City’s
taxi industry should be clear to anybody who
spends any time at all on the streets. Uber, Lyft, and
many other car services pack every street, competing for business with yellow cabs, green cabs,
and assorted independent and semi-independent
“gypsy” outfits. There is no longer any enforcement or control and other services blatantly pick
up passengers in areas supposedly reserved for
the licensed yellow cabs only. The ultimate effect
of all of this is to drive down the standards of the
drivers while enriching the transportation giants.
Here we will try to take a brief look at the way that
the NYC taxi industry arrived at its present state
of chaos.
In 1937, Mayor Fiorello H. La Guardia, a socialist,
then the progressive mayor of NYC, signed the
Haas Act which introduced the taxi licenses and
the medallion system. The city issued “medallions”
which could be purchased by individuals as well
as by big fleets and established the “hack bureau”
to police and control the industry. Although the
act preserved the existing “for profit” system, it
also looked out for the welfare of working people
by ensuring that there would always be a distinction between “fleet” medallions and “individual”
medallions. Certain regulations and restrictions
were placed upon the medallions issued, which
varied depending on the type of medallion (individual or fleet).

(Richard Drew/AP)

Because of these restrictions and regulations, the price of each
type of medallion was quite different. Over the years these distinctions have faded. “Back in the day,” individual medallions had to
be operated by the person who owned it. Fleet medallions had to
be owned by a corporation and were not subject to this restriction.
The medallions were originally issued at about $43,000 in today’s
dollars.
The idea was to make it possible for working people to make a
modest but decent living and to build up some personal wealth
through the appreciation of the medallion – wealth that could then
serve as a retirement “nest egg” or which could be passed on to
descendants. In those days, the regulated taxi industry of New
York City represented a good way for a person to not only “own”
their business but enjoy the fruits of being self-employed: making
one’s own hours of work, taking a break when needed, not having
to ask for permission, etc. This is an illustration of the difference a
political administration can make, even within a capitalist system.
Although there were certain regulations related to the use of the
medallions, some owners of individual medallions made informal

agreements with friends or family who would operate the
cab during the owner’s off hours, many times under some
kind of leasing arrangement. This relationship, although
benign and perhaps even favorable to the individual leasing the cab, bore the seeds of the abusive relationship that
was to grow out of it.
Most drivers worked for big fleets and, over the years,
there were attempts to organize workers. Finally in 1965,
after many failed attempts, taxi workers got a union. However, subsequent developments in the industry destroyed
it. It wasn’t until 1998 that an organization of workers in the
industry was reborn: the New York Taxi Workers Alliance,
which now has a membership of some 18 or 19 thousand.
Taxi workers nationally, organized into the National Taxi
Workers Alliance, have been recognized by the AFL-CIO
even though they are considered contractors and not
workers.
In the early 1970’s, the city’s taxi industry saw the arrival
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of the “mini” fleet, a development that would prove to
be catastrophic. Traditionally, for liability reasons, the big
fleets organized themselves into many small companies
that only owned a few cabs each – thus a fleet of, say,
200 cabs might actually be organized into 100 separate
companies. Some sharp operator bought up all the medallions held by a fleet in the Bronx and began selling
them as “mini” fleets. This parasite would bring together
people who wanted an “individual” medallion but either
could not afford the price or wanted a bargain. Two people would then form a corporation of convenience which
would, ostensibly, own the medallions but the “officers” of
this corporation would operate them as if they were individual medallions (the “corporation” just being on paper).
This was an obvious attempt to subvert the law, but the
city administration then in power let this happen. It led
to a decline of two thirds of the membership of the taxi
drivers’ union, and was the beginning of the end for the
taxi industry in NYC. •
More on page 5

Fight

When Corporate America decided that their business plan
would enhance their profits if they sent their production
to low-wage countries, they did so. It has left workers who
had jobs with good pay and benefits to either take jobs that
paid half or less than they were making or sit out the time
when they could take their pensions and other retirement
benefits. Either way, it is not good for workers or their
communities, and altogether, it drags the nation’s economy
down. So it will remain that, until real jobs and economic
development programs are created by the federal and
state governments, working together, the trend downward
will not stop. And the programs must benefit workers, not
just corporations and those who cut the deals. Transparency
in such deals will have to include a pie chart, like those of
charities, to show how much of the money results in jobs for
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“Poverty is not an accident; like slavery and apartheid it is
man-made and can be removed by the actions of human
beings.” — Nelson Mandela

By Gabe Falsetta and Gary Bono

More than 46 million Americans live in poverty in the
U.S.. Poverty is described as a general scarcity of material
possessions or money, and the scarcity covers the range of
human needs: food, clothing, education, health care, decent
housing, transportation, and recreation that allows humans
to relax and recuperate, to fight another day.
Pockets of poverty exist in every state. It isn’t just Mississippi, 88,000 people are homeless in NYC. New York Communities for Change, Metropolitan
Alabama, and West Virginia and similar stereotyped places
Council on Housing, and others organized an action in June to hold Gov. Cuomo and
that experience absolute poverty. According to federal
the IDC accountable for handing tax cuts over to real-estate developers instead of
statistics, Mississippi’s Jackson County has a poverty level of
creating affordable housing.
16.1 percent. In the cluster of counties surrounding the New
the amazing research that is done on modern diseases
York State capital, Albany, there are some that approach
and maladies, one has to ask why there is no intensive
Mississippi’s poverty level and two that exceed it. These are
research into why public health is declining. Could it be
the counties and their poverty levels: Albany, 12.6 percent;
environmental degradation of every sort? Toxic air, water,
Schenectady, 12 percent; Saratoga, 6.4 percent; Rensselaer,
and soil are likely candidates, but this is not discussed,
12 percent; Washington, 13.3 percent; Schoharie, 13.7
except in scientific circles, which discussion does not
percent; Fulton, 17.9 percent, and Montgomery, 18.4
reach the popular press. Yet, the current GOP proposal for
percent.
“national health care” deprives even more millions from
that needed care, and that includes most of the poor.
Although previous administrations and their congresses
have little to brag about in combating poverty, the current
In keeping with the “bootstrap” attitude of conservatives
administration has outdone itself in its undeclared “war on the
and the Right Wing, there is a perfect example of it in
poor.” The proposed slashing of social safety net programs
the appointment by Trump of Ben Carson as secretary
and the disaster of the proposed Republican healthcare
of Housing and Urban Development, an agency that
plan are two of the main components of the effort to taxexpressly should be addressing the problems of poverty in
cut its way out of the economic doldrums of the country. It
the U.S. He said last month that poverty is as much a “state
has been crystal clear since the Reagan Administration that
of mind.” Rather than seeing it as a deliberate political act
tax cuts for the rich do not make for economic growth, since
and a problem of social and economic policies, Carson,
the rich do not spread their wealth, but merely put it away,
like most Republicans and other politicians see it as the
preferably in tax havens overseas. Donald Trump may be the
fault of the individual. In this, Carson’s attitude flies in
first president that blatantly lied to his base, pretended to
the face of Mandela’s observation that “poverty is not an
be a friend to wage workers, got elected, and then assumed
accident.” If Carson were right, politicians would have to
the policies of every old hack Republican politician of the
do nothing, since it would be the responsibility of the
past 40 years: reduce government, give tax cuts to the rich
individual to do, as he did, persist and succeed. It’s that
and pay for the cuts by cutting programs for the poor, the
simple.
working class, the middle class.
So far, that has worked well, as evidenced by the glaring
wealth-and-income gap between the rich and the rest. The
top 1 percent have most of the money, the next 9 percent
have a lot, and the remaining 90 percent have very little.
As the general health of Americans declines, even with

for higher wages. The role of trade unions in leveling the
playing field for all Americans has been discussed by the
mass media, from time to time, but the reason unions are
in decline is principally because of the war on workers that
has been waged by Corporate America and the rich since
World War II.

Since poverty is a direct result of lack of income, it
is incomprehensible that the nation’s leadership has
for generations kept the minimum wage at a belowsubsistence level, on the basis that, if they suffer enough,
they might get another job or two jobs, or get educated

Toward the end of the 1970’s, with the arrival of the “mini”
fleet having already subverted regulations in the taxi
industry and severely undermining the taxi workers union,
the city administration of the time allowed the leasing
system, which had thus far been illegal in NYC. Previously,
most cab drivers who didn’t own their own medallion
worked on a percentage system, splitting each day’s take
with the medallion owner, usually a big fleet. That way, if the
driver had a “bad” day, the boss had one too. The leasing
system, already widespread in other locales, allowed the
owners of fleet medallions to charge drivers a lease fee
rather than getting a percentage of the take, and to classify
them as independent contractors rather than as employees.
This may have started off benignly and allowed drivers
to make more than what they might have under the old
percentage system, but as lease rates went up, drivers
made less and less. The fleets, who now never had a bad
day, made more and more. In the end, it impoverished the
drivers, and was also the final nail in the coffin of their union.
Today, most yellow taxi medallions are operated by large
companies which rent out medallions to drivers who are
sometimes even forced to buy and maintain their own cars.
In December of 2011, billionaire Mayor Michael Bloomberg,
with the full support of New York State Gov. Andrew Cuomo,
pushed through a law that allowed the issuance of 18,000
new taxi permits for “green cabs,” ostensibly restricted to
the outer boroughs. The pretext for this was to provide
better service to boroughs outside Manhattan, but this was
just an excuse to provide another avenue of profit for the
rich and well connected.
The days when owning a medallion was a path to the
middle class and some financial stability are gone, but to
make matters worse, transportation behemoths like Uber,
Lyft, and other Transportation Network Companies (TNCs)
came to feed off the working people of NYC. Replacing the
traditional workplace with a mobile app to dispatch their
drivers, they have also been using this cost saving measure
to classify workers as independent contractors.
The city’s mayor, Bill de Blasio – quite likely the most
progressive mayor to hold office since LaGuardia – tried, for
a while, to keep the big transportation conglomerates out of

workers and the pay scales of the projects involved.
Everyone concerned about the rising poverty (lower
middle-income earners are at risk of seeing their own
standard of living reduced, called upward creeping
poverty) should be asking what the Trump Administration
and all lawmakers are doing to stop the increase in
poverty and begin to reduce the disparity in wealth and
income. Carson must be asked: How do you pay for a
week’s groceries with an improved and enhanced “state
of mind?”
As Pope Francis told students at a Jesuit school in 2013,
“The times talk to us of so much poverty in the world and
this is a scandal. In a world where there is so much wealth,
so many resources to feed everyone, it is unfathomable
that there are so many hungry children, that there are
so many children without an education, so many poor
persons. Poverty today is a cry.”
How many hear the cry of the poor? •
NYC, but he was resisted, even by apparently progressive
members of the city council, who were somehow swayed
by companies like Uber and its lobbyists.
Now, with all the competition, it is extremely difficult for
yellow or even green cab drivers. The situation is so bad
that recently it has been reported that because of the
saturation of Uber and Lyft drivers throughout the city,
many of the 18,000 TLC permits that could be issued for
green cabs have gone begging. Attempts to rationalize
the situation, for instance to limit the number of Lyft
drivers, have failed.
Because of the changes over time, and the consequent
sharp decline in the value of the medallion, many
medallion holders who borrowed heavily to buy them
now can’t pay their loans. This has, in turn, had a negative
impact on institutions providing the financing.
On July 10, 2017, Crain’s NY Business reported the case
of the Queens-based Melrose Credit Union, which holds
much of the outstanding medallion secured debt. It is
now teetering on bankruptcy. Once a small company that
mainly was limited to making loans secured by NYC taxi
medallions, it was caught up in the deregulation frenzy of
the 70’s.
At first, the powers that be at Melrose and other such
institutions rejoiced at having been freed from restrictions
and, for a while, Melrose prospered. Eventually, Melrose,
just one of many “small timers,” paid the price.
The taxi industry suffers from much of the same problems
that plague our society in general. Millions of jobs that
paid a living wage have disappeared due to the global
economy. Is there a solution to this dilemma? That’s the
big question. •
Much of the research for this piece was done by Gabe
Falsetta. Gary Bono, a former New York City cab driver,
wrote based on his experience and general knowledge of
the industry.
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agreements with friends or family who would operate the
cab during the owner’s off hours, many times under some
kind of leasing arrangement. This relationship, although
benign and perhaps even favorable to the individual leasing the cab, bore the seeds of the abusive relationship that
was to grow out of it.
Most drivers worked for big fleets and, over the years,
there were attempts to organize workers. Finally in 1965,
after many failed attempts, taxi workers got a union. However, subsequent developments in the industry destroyed
it. It wasn’t until 1998 that an organization of workers in the
industry was reborn: the New York Taxi Workers Alliance,
which now has a membership of some 18 or 19 thousand.
Taxi workers nationally, organized into the National Taxi
Workers Alliance, have been recognized by the AFL-CIO
even though they are considered contractors and not
workers.
In the early 1970’s, the city’s taxi industry saw the arrival
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of the “mini” fleet, a development that would prove to
be catastrophic. Traditionally, for liability reasons, the big
fleets organized themselves into many small companies
that only owned a few cabs each – thus a fleet of, say,
200 cabs might actually be organized into 100 separate
companies. Some sharp operator bought up all the medallions held by a fleet in the Bronx and began selling
them as “mini” fleets. This parasite would bring together
people who wanted an “individual” medallion but either
could not afford the price or wanted a bargain. Two people would then form a corporation of convenience which
would, ostensibly, own the medallions but the “officers” of
this corporation would operate them as if they were individual medallions (the “corporation” just being on paper).
This was an obvious attempt to subvert the law, but the
city administration then in power let this happen. It led
to a decline of two thirds of the membership of the taxi
drivers’ union, and was the beginning of the end for the
taxi industry in NYC. •
More on page 5

Fight

When Corporate America decided that their business plan
would enhance their profits if they sent their production
to low-wage countries, they did so. It has left workers who
had jobs with good pay and benefits to either take jobs that
paid half or less than they were making or sit out the time
when they could take their pensions and other retirement
benefits. Either way, it is not good for workers or their
communities, and altogether, it drags the nation’s economy
down. So it will remain that, until real jobs and economic
development programs are created by the federal and
state governments, working together, the trend downward
will not stop. And the programs must benefit workers, not
just corporations and those who cut the deals. Transparency
in such deals will have to include a pie chart, like those of
charities, to show how much of the money results in jobs for
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More than 46 million Americans live in poverty in the
U.S.. Poverty is described as a general scarcity of material
possessions or money, and the scarcity covers the range of
human needs: food, clothing, education, health care, decent
housing, transportation, and recreation that allows humans
to relax and recuperate, to fight another day.
Pockets of poverty exist in every state. It isn’t just Mississippi, 88,000 people are homeless in NYC. New York Communities for Change, Metropolitan
Alabama, and West Virginia and similar stereotyped places
Council on Housing, and others organized an action in June to hold Gov. Cuomo and
that experience absolute poverty. According to federal
the IDC accountable for handing tax cuts over to real-estate developers instead of
statistics, Mississippi’s Jackson County has a poverty level of
creating affordable housing.
16.1 percent. In the cluster of counties surrounding the New
the amazing research that is done on modern diseases
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Mississippi’s poverty level and two that exceed it. These are
research into why public health is declining. Could it be
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environmental degradation of every sort? Toxic air, water,
Schenectady, 12 percent; Saratoga, 6.4 percent; Rensselaer,
and soil are likely candidates, but this is not discussed,
12 percent; Washington, 13.3 percent; Schoharie, 13.7
except in scientific circles, which discussion does not
percent; Fulton, 17.9 percent, and Montgomery, 18.4
reach the popular press. Yet, the current GOP proposal for
percent.
“national health care” deprives even more millions from
that needed care, and that includes most of the poor.
Although previous administrations and their congresses
have little to brag about in combating poverty, the current
In keeping with the “bootstrap” attitude of conservatives
administration has outdone itself in its undeclared “war on the
and the Right Wing, there is a perfect example of it in
poor.” The proposed slashing of social safety net programs
the appointment by Trump of Ben Carson as secretary
and the disaster of the proposed Republican healthcare
of Housing and Urban Development, an agency that
plan are two of the main components of the effort to taxexpressly should be addressing the problems of poverty in
cut its way out of the economic doldrums of the country. It
the U.S. He said last month that poverty is as much a “state
has been crystal clear since the Reagan Administration that
of mind.” Rather than seeing it as a deliberate political act
tax cuts for the rich do not make for economic growth, since
and a problem of social and economic policies, Carson,
the rich do not spread their wealth, but merely put it away,
like most Republicans and other politicians see it as the
preferably in tax havens overseas. Donald Trump may be the
fault of the individual. In this, Carson’s attitude flies in
first president that blatantly lied to his base, pretended to
the face of Mandela’s observation that “poverty is not an
be a friend to wage workers, got elected, and then assumed
accident.” If Carson were right, politicians would have to
the policies of every old hack Republican politician of the
do nothing, since it would be the responsibility of the
past 40 years: reduce government, give tax cuts to the rich
individual to do, as he did, persist and succeed. It’s that
and pay for the cuts by cutting programs for the poor, the
simple.
working class, the middle class.
So far, that has worked well, as evidenced by the glaring
wealth-and-income gap between the rich and the rest. The
top 1 percent have most of the money, the next 9 percent
have a lot, and the remaining 90 percent have very little.
As the general health of Americans declines, even with

for higher wages. The role of trade unions in leveling the
playing field for all Americans has been discussed by the
mass media, from time to time, but the reason unions are
in decline is principally because of the war on workers that
has been waged by Corporate America and the rich since
World War II.

Since poverty is a direct result of lack of income, it
is incomprehensible that the nation’s leadership has
for generations kept the minimum wage at a belowsubsistence level, on the basis that, if they suffer enough,
they might get another job or two jobs, or get educated

Toward the end of the 1970’s, with the arrival of the “mini”
fleet having already subverted regulations in the taxi
industry and severely undermining the taxi workers union,
the city administration of the time allowed the leasing
system, which had thus far been illegal in NYC. Previously,
most cab drivers who didn’t own their own medallion
worked on a percentage system, splitting each day’s take
with the medallion owner, usually a big fleet. That way, if the
driver had a “bad” day, the boss had one too. The leasing
system, already widespread in other locales, allowed the
owners of fleet medallions to charge drivers a lease fee
rather than getting a percentage of the take, and to classify
them as independent contractors rather than as employees.
This may have started off benignly and allowed drivers
to make more than what they might have under the old
percentage system, but as lease rates went up, drivers
made less and less. The fleets, who now never had a bad
day, made more and more. In the end, it impoverished the
drivers, and was also the final nail in the coffin of their union.
Today, most yellow taxi medallions are operated by large
companies which rent out medallions to drivers who are
sometimes even forced to buy and maintain their own cars.
In December of 2011, billionaire Mayor Michael Bloomberg,
with the full support of New York State Gov. Andrew Cuomo,
pushed through a law that allowed the issuance of 18,000
new taxi permits for “green cabs,” ostensibly restricted to
the outer boroughs. The pretext for this was to provide
better service to boroughs outside Manhattan, but this was
just an excuse to provide another avenue of profit for the
rich and well connected.
The days when owning a medallion was a path to the
middle class and some financial stability are gone, but to
make matters worse, transportation behemoths like Uber,
Lyft, and other Transportation Network Companies (TNCs)
came to feed off the working people of NYC. Replacing the
traditional workplace with a mobile app to dispatch their
drivers, they have also been using this cost saving measure
to classify workers as independent contractors.
The city’s mayor, Bill de Blasio – quite likely the most
progressive mayor to hold office since LaGuardia – tried, for
a while, to keep the big transportation conglomerates out of

workers and the pay scales of the projects involved.
Everyone concerned about the rising poverty (lower
middle-income earners are at risk of seeing their own
standard of living reduced, called upward creeping
poverty) should be asking what the Trump Administration
and all lawmakers are doing to stop the increase in
poverty and begin to reduce the disparity in wealth and
income. Carson must be asked: How do you pay for a
week’s groceries with an improved and enhanced “state
of mind?”
As Pope Francis told students at a Jesuit school in 2013,
“The times talk to us of so much poverty in the world and
this is a scandal. In a world where there is so much wealth,
so many resources to feed everyone, it is unfathomable
that there are so many hungry children, that there are
so many children without an education, so many poor
persons. Poverty today is a cry.”
How many hear the cry of the poor? •
NYC, but he was resisted, even by apparently progressive
members of the city council, who were somehow swayed
by companies like Uber and its lobbyists.
Now, with all the competition, it is extremely difficult for
yellow or even green cab drivers. The situation is so bad
that recently it has been reported that because of the
saturation of Uber and Lyft drivers throughout the city,
many of the 18,000 TLC permits that could be issued for
green cabs have gone begging. Attempts to rationalize
the situation, for instance to limit the number of Lyft
drivers, have failed.
Because of the changes over time, and the consequent
sharp decline in the value of the medallion, many
medallion holders who borrowed heavily to buy them
now can’t pay their loans. This has, in turn, had a negative
impact on institutions providing the financing.
On July 10, 2017, Crain’s NY Business reported the case
of the Queens-based Melrose Credit Union, which holds
much of the outstanding medallion secured debt. It is
now teetering on bankruptcy. Once a small company that
mainly was limited to making loans secured by NYC taxi
medallions, it was caught up in the deregulation frenzy of
the 70’s.
At first, the powers that be at Melrose and other such
institutions rejoiced at having been freed from restrictions
and, for a while, Melrose prospered. Eventually, Melrose,
just one of many “small timers,” paid the price.
The taxi industry suffers from much of the same problems
that plague our society in general. Millions of jobs that
paid a living wage have disappeared due to the global
economy. Is there a solution to this dilemma? That’s the
big question. •
Much of the research for this piece was done by Gabe
Falsetta. Gary Bono, a former New York City cab driver,
wrote based on his experience and general knowledge of
the industry.
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these illegal activities and ordered him and his
deputies to cease detaining Latinos during patrols
based simply on suspicion of their immigration
status, rather than on any traffic offenses. But
the racial profiling, arrests, and imprisonment
continued unabated. Arpaio was found guilty by
another federal judge in July of criminal contempt
for disobeying the previous court order. He was
due to be sentenced on Oct. 5 and faced up to
six months in prison for willfully violating a federal
court order.

Hurricanes and the
storm of climate
denial
By Blake Skylar
As Texas deals with the aftermath of Hurricane
Harvey, Florida braces itself for Hurricane Irma,
and Hurricane Jose strengthens in the Atlantic
Ocean, the effects of climate change are once
again on display. The Trump administration continues to deny what scientists have been saying
for decades: that global warming would increase
these types of weather extremes, with devastating
results. Those results are plain to see, and there’s
still more to come.

Residents struggle through flood waters from tropical storm Harvey in Beaumont Place, Texas,

Harvey pummeled the city of Houston, displac- August 28. Trump has moved to cut federal funds for disaster relief and has also failed to fill key
ing over one million people and causing at least posts in agencies responsible for handling natural disasters such as the National Oceanic and
71 confirmed deaths. Irma’s damage cannot yet
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). (Reuters)
be fully quantified, but it is already the strongtributing factor. Outdated infrastructure – and a deliberate lack
est Atlantic hurricane in history, wending its way
of funding to bring it into the 21st century – is also to blame, as is
through Puerto Rico, Cuba, and Hispaniola, and
the ongoing denial of global warming by politicians, particularly
currently on target to strike southern Florida.
the GOP, who are part of a presidential administration that has
Already, it has wreaked catastrophic damage on
been stacked with climate change skeptics and friends of the
Eastern Carribean islands, including Barbuda,
fossil fuel industry.
which has been rendered uninhabitable. Jose,
while still classified as a Category 1 storm, is
It’s worth noting that the Houston-Harvey situation was very much
growing stronger, and is expected to continue to
a conditional one. A lack of rain-absorbing green space and poor
do so over the next 48 hours.
zoning laws were important factors, as was Houston’s outdated
and poorly regulated drainage system, which is designed to clear
What do these hurricanes have in common? All
out just 12 to 13 inches of rain in a 24-hour period, rendering
three were bolstered by conditions established
it incredibly obsolete and ridiculously inappropriate for what is
due to the effects of climate change. According
regarded as the most flood-prone city in the U.S.
to Dann Mitchell, researcher at the University of
Bristol, to say that global warming produced the
What happened in Texas is but one example of the crumbling
tropical storms is inaccurate. What it has done,
infrastructure in this country. Long before Harvey came along,
however, is turn them into more destructive
domestic infrastructure had consistently received a “D” grade
forces than they would otherwise have been. “We
from the American Society of Civil Engineers for the last 19 years,
must probe how climate change alters extreme
showing that there has been no progress made in rebuilding or
weather,” he advised. “Aside from the warming
improving anything. It’s estimated that at least $4.6 trillion would
atmosphere, rising sea level and surface ocean
be required to sufficiently address this crisis over the 2017-2025
warming have likely contributed to the impact of
period.
both Harvey and Irma.”
Kerry Emanuel, an atmospheric scientist at MIT,
also agreed that conditions were, unfortunately,
just right for these storms – particularly, for Irma,
which “had everything going for it. The water
was warm, the layer of warm water was deep,
and there was almost no wind sheer, which tends
to be very destructive to hurricanes. [Irma] can
live up to its potential, if you will.” As for Harvey,
in 1990 it would have been a 100-year storm,
said Emanuel. In today’s climate conditions, it’s a
15-year storm. As these storms go, this is the new
state of affairs.
“It’s important to note that climate change has
already caused higher sea levels, so any storm
surge is happening on top of a higher initial level,
leading to more coastal flooding,” said Chris Holloway, a tropical storm expert at the University of
Reading. “Also, climate change leads to increased
rainfall for a storm of given strength, leading to
increased freshwater flooding. Climate change
also likely increases the probability of storms
reaching an extremely high intensity.”
Climate change, of course, is not the only con-

Rather than fund infrastructure improvement, President Trump
has mostly withdrawn what protections former president Barack
Obama was able to put into place. He rescinded an Obama administration mandate that called for federal agencies to consider
the impacts of climate change when building infrastructure. Now,
construction projects can take place along the coasts without
considering the impacts of sea level rise, which will further place
people in harm’s way when more hurricanes hit.
“This is climate science denial at its most dangerous, as Trump
is putting vulnerable communities at risk by throwing out any
guarantee that our infrastructure will be safe,” said Sierra Club
executive director Michael Brune. “He decries our failing and
crumbling infrastructure, but rather than continue policy that
would fix some of the problems, he’s decided to pour taxpayer
dollars into the rising seas.”
Jeffrey Kargel, of the Department of Hydrology & Atmospheric
Sciences at the University of Arizona, said that the current administration must question its denial of climate change in order
to begin to make the U.S. resilient enough to deal with extreme
weather events. “Right now,” he remarked, “the rapid pace of climate change is set by government policies in the U.S. and many
other countries. We cannot turn it around in a few years or even a
decade, but we can still worsen it.” •

But, in walks Trump to save the day for this
apartheid lawman. On Friday, Aug. 25, late in the
evening, under the cover of Hurricane Harvey, one
of the worst weather disasters in recent memory,
Trump cravenly issued a pardon to the archracist, Arpaio. Trump undoubtedly thought that
the humanitarian crisis would overshadow this
cowardly act. Notwithstanding the horrific climate
crisis barreling down on Texas, a firestorm of
criticism was sparked by the pardon.
Trump has the temerity to call Arpaio a great
American patriot” when this unmitigated racist
operated a jail that approached detention
conditions reminiscent of the concentration
camps of Nazi Germany. Indeed, Latino prisoners
chanted “Hitler! Hitler!” in protest when TV news
reporters came to Tent City in 2009. It is a shame
on America that this atrocity was open for so long.
Inmates were subjected to humiliation and torture
for 24 long years.
It is a further disgrace for this country that its chief

executive issued a pardon to the public official responsible for this
abomination. Trump has made a mockery of what little rule of law
there is left in this country.
Much of the reproach has come from Trump’s own Republican
Party, with Paul Ryan and John McCain censuring him. Even Trump’s
own secretary of State, Rex Tillerson, was left unable to defend the
action, simply stating, “The president speaks for himself.” All are
apparently distancing themselves from the increasingly isolated
commander in chief.
This pardon is a green light to further turn loose the racist “dogs
of war,” to further embolden the backward, hate-filled segments
of this society. It is an invitation to violence that could well ignite a
civil conflict in this country the likes of which have not been seen
since the Civil War.
That the rest of the world is alarmed by developments in the U.S.
is shown by the issuance of a formal “early warning” over the racial
situation in the country by a United Nations committee tasked with
combating racism. This is an exceptional move that often signals
the potential for an impending civil struggle.
This pardon might well have been the proverbial straw to break
the camel’s back as there is now a march underway that started
on Monday, Aug. 28, from Charlottesville, Va. to Washington, D.C.
to oppose white supremacy and demand that Trump be removed
from office.
The “March to Confront White Supremacy” will take ten days
traveling to the U.S. Capitol, where participants will occupy it
and engage in non-violent demonstrations with the objective of
removing Trump from the presidency. Indeed, this could well be
the beginning of Trump’s political road to Waterloo—ignited by his
abominable, racist pardon. •

The decline of the
NYC taxi industry
By Gabe Falsetta and Gary Bono
The utter chaos that has engulfed New York City’s
taxi industry should be clear to anybody who
spends any time at all on the streets. Uber, Lyft, and
many other car services pack every street, competing for business with yellow cabs, green cabs,
and assorted independent and semi-independent
“gypsy” outfits. There is no longer any enforcement or control and other services blatantly pick
up passengers in areas supposedly reserved for
the licensed yellow cabs only. The ultimate effect
of all of this is to drive down the standards of the
drivers while enriching the transportation giants.
Here we will try to take a brief look at the way that
the NYC taxi industry arrived at its present state
of chaos.
In 1937, Mayor Fiorello H. La Guardia, a socialist,
then the progressive mayor of NYC, signed the
Haas Act which introduced the taxi licenses and
the medallion system. The city issued “medallions”
which could be purchased by individuals as well
as by big fleets and established the “hack bureau”
to police and control the industry. Although the
act preserved the existing “for profit” system, it
also looked out for the welfare of working people
by ensuring that there would always be a distinction between “fleet” medallions and “individual”
medallions. Certain regulations and restrictions
were placed upon the medallions issued, which
varied depending on the type of medallion (individual or fleet).

(Richard Drew/AP)

Because of these restrictions and regulations, the price of each
type of medallion was quite different. Over the years these distinctions have faded. “Back in the day,” individual medallions had to
be operated by the person who owned it. Fleet medallions had to
be owned by a corporation and were not subject to this restriction.
The medallions were originally issued at about $43,000 in today’s
dollars.
The idea was to make it possible for working people to make a
modest but decent living and to build up some personal wealth
through the appreciation of the medallion – wealth that could then
serve as a retirement “nest egg” or which could be passed on to
descendants. In those days, the regulated taxi industry of New
York City represented a good way for a person to not only “own”
their business but enjoy the fruits of being self-employed: making
one’s own hours of work, taking a break when needed, not having
to ask for permission, etc. This is an illustration of the difference a
political administration can make, even within a capitalist system.
Although there were certain regulations related to the use of the
medallions, some owners of individual medallions made informal

slaves, or anyone a Southerner claimed was an escaped slave, to a
brutal and usually short life of horrendous labor on the cotton and
sugarcane plantations of Mississippi and Louisiana,” as People’s
World writer Art Perlo has pointed out.
Africans enslaved in the U.S., workers, Union soldiers, and
abolitionists including the former U.S. President Abraham Lincoln
changed that law, and the entire economic system of racialized
chattel slavery it existed to preserve. The “inheritors” of the
planter class worked to undo Reconstruction with Jim Crow,
and to undo the gains of the Civil Rights Movement with voter
suppression laws, housing and education segregation, right-towork and other union-busting laws and tactics. The “inheritor”
at the head of the executive branch, which includes our military
and police institutions, now aims to scapegoat immigrant workers
for an economy that was destroyed on a global scale by housing
speculators like Secretary of Treasury Steve Mnuchin. The Trump
administration also aims to turn back every gain made by the U.S.
people after they elected the first African-American President of
the U.S.
Many immigrants have come to the U.S. escaping the destruction
caused by the foreign policy of the Pentagon (also part of the
executive branch), intended in large part to help Big Oil executives,
like Secretary of State Rex Tillerson, secure their control over
production and transport of oil worldwide. Now they are being
displaced again.
Even before Sessions formally announced the plan to tear apart
working families all across the U.S., ICE had already started telling
family members of illegally detained DACA-recipients, “When
Trump came in, DACA doesn’t exist anymore.” United We Dream
and other Immigration justice organizations are now alerting the
public of a mass, nationwide deportation raid being planned from
mid- to late-September which will target 6,000 – 10,000 people.
ICE is calling it “Operation Mega.” (bit.do/deportation)
During the Foley Square rally, executive director of the New York
Immigration Coalition Steven Choi reminded the crowd that while
DACA was enacted by former U.S. President Barack Obama, this

Arpaio:Trump’s Waterloo?
By Albert Bender

Will the disgraceful pardon of the brazenly racist Sheriff Joe
Arpaio be Trump’s Waterloo? It certainly should be. Trump has
done what no other “president” in recent U.S. history has ever
done: He has, by his actions, endorsed virulent racism, lauded
flagrant white supremacy, and praised the holding of people of
color—specifically Latinos—in what by Arpaio’s own admission he
proudly called a “concentration camp.”
As sheriff of Maricopa County, Ariz., Arpaio was infamous for his
racial profiling, arrest, and confinement of Latinos in tents in tripledigit Arizona temperatures. This hardcore racist was most vilely
known for the establishment of the “Tent City,” a huge outdoor
jail that at its height held 1,700 inmates. It was opened by Arpaio
in 1993.

was a victory won through the sustained struggle of
a national coalition of immigrant rights advocates,
organized labor, and sections of the business
owning class, and was “led by undocumented
immigrant youth.” “And for the next six months,” he
said “undocumented immigrant youth will again
lead the fight!”

A Lesson for the US:
Cuba’s Response to
Hurricanes

These constant drills are coupled with an
integrated response from local fire departments,
health, transportation and other vital public
services. Above all, Cuba places “tremendous
emphasis on educating the population” to keep
communities and families, particularly the most
vulnerable, safe.

“97% [of immigrants] are in school or working,”
said New York Attorney Eric Schneiderman. “They
pay $140 million in state and local taxes here in
NY. Rescinding DACA, according to some experts,
could cost New York over $38 billion over the next
decade.” To Trump, Schneiderman said, “I’ll see
you in court.”

By teleSUR (telesurtv.net/english)

“A taxi driver can tell you what a hurricane 5 is on
the Saffir-Simpson scale and they will give you a
whole lecture on what they need to do to prepare,”
said Reed.

“This President of the Confederacy,” began
Hector Figueroa, President of 32BJ SEIU, “thinks
that only people who look like him, who hate like
him, who lie like him are to be welcomed in this
country. … Those who are Republicans and those
collaborators of Republicans in New York State
who call themselves Democrats, need to come out
and defend the Dreamers in Washington D.C. and
the Dreamers in Albany” he said, referring to the
Independent Democratic Conference (IDC), who
were elected as Democrats in the State Senate, but
have been voting with Republicans.
“I am a proud immigrant of New York!” said DACArecipient Flor Reyes. “If I was to be deported, my
siblings would be alone.” DACA “provided us
with the opportunity to work to contribute to the
economy of New York.” “[This] administration has
let us down day after day after day. It preaches to
be nation of immigrants and yet we [do not] have
any immigration reform.” “I am a senior in college;
I am a daughter; I am a niece,” she said “and I
simply want to give back to my community. Where
is the crime in that Mr. Trump?” •
Inmates were forced to work on chain gangs,
which had been discontinued in other parts of the
U.S. in 1955. The outdoor jail also had the only allfemale chain gang. Inmates were publicly paraded
through the local streets to be humiliated.
Women were particularly abused at Tent City. The
Justice Department found examples of Latina
inmates being “denied basic sanitary items,”
“forced to remain with sheets or pants soiled
from menstruation,” or put in solitary confinement
because they could not understand English.
A federal court found Arpaio guilty, in 2011, of

The conditions at this facility were incredible. Surrounded by
an electrified fence, it was, according to Amnesty International,
inhumane, dangerous, and overcrowded. For months at a time,
those sentenced for minor crimes, such as shoplifting, slept under
cloth tents on bunk beds resting on large cement slabs. During the
summer, temperatures could easily reach 130 degrees. I’m familiar
with the Phoenix heat, having lived there in the early 1990s. It
is stifling, like being in a pizza oven. So it’s no surprise that one
detainee described being in Tent City as feeling “like you are in a
furnace.”
The living conditions were minimalist in that the inmates were Prisoners walk under the blazing sun in Tent City, Maricopa County, 1997.
provided only two meals a day, valued at $0.30 each. Cigarettes
Photograph: Jean-Loup Sense/AFP/Getty Images
and coffee were banned.

Preparedness and prevention are hallmark qualities of the
Cuban Revolution. They’re evident in the Caribbean island’s
medical sector, educational system, environmental policies and
at Playa de Giron in 1961. However, an often overlooked area
where these two qualities safeguard the well-being of Cuban
families is the development of a hurricane evacuation plan.
As one-time hurricane, now tropical storm, Harvey continues to
wreak havoc in Houston and other areas of Texas and Louisiana,
and on the eve of the 12-year anniversary of Hurricane Katrina,
teleSUR spoke with Gail Reed. She is executive editor of the
Medicc Review, a peer-review journal about health and medicine
in Latin American, Caribbean, and other developing countries,
and a journalist who has spent more than three decades in
Cuba. We wanted her insight into Cuba’s local preparation and
prevention plans, compared to U.S. disaster relief efforts, and
how these distinct measures save lives as well as property during
severe storms.
Our conversation began with Reed expressing solidarity with the
people of Texas and Louisiana, as well as first responders, stressing
that their predicament faced with the catastrophic flooding
occasioned by tropical storm Harvey is “unforgivable.”
She proceeded to detail Cuba’s intersectoral preparedness and
response to hurricanes, which include education, drilling and how
the country’s relatively small civil defense force is deployed at
provincial, municipal and local community levels when a storm is
first detected.
Reed stressed that while “Hurricanes give you several days
warning” the Cuban government “gives seven days warning,”
during which time local communities are given ample opportunity
to prepare for the worst.
She noted that local leaders are the protagonists of “disaster
warning processes based on constant drilling,” which takes place
under the rubric of “risk-reduction” in every province, city, town
and village.

The journalist also pointed out that Cuba no
longer talks about evacuation, but rather focuses
on “protection,” which includes reinforcing “a
local school” capable of accommodating local
communities and pets.
She said that, unlike the people of Texas and
Louisiana affected by tropical storm Harvey, all of
whom must apply for federal aid, Cubans, despite
the country’s vastly inferior economic resources,
do not feel as though they will be abandoned “no
matter what,” nor subjected to market-driven price
gouging of vital supplies as witnessed in Texas
today [August 28th].
Cuba’s “small loss of life and property,” Reed
emphasized, is usually significantly less than that
seen in major disasters like Hurricane Katrina and
now tropical storm Harvey. And the reason is this
level of preparation.
According to Reed, the Cuban approach to
prevention policies demonstrate a thoughtful
insight into the sheer power of nature and the
impact of climate change. The U.S. philosophy
of disaster relief, on the other hand, is more of
an afterthought, which fails to recognize human
frailties.
Reed recalls how in 2005, Cuba, which has suffered
over half century of a U.S. economic blockade,
offered to send 1,500 medical professionals from
the Henry Reeves Brigade to help the people of
New Orleans in the wake of Hurricane Katrina.
The former U.S. President George W. Bush, swiftly
rejected the offer.•

California groups protest
“radioactive” Livermore
nuke lab
By Marilyn Bechtel
LIVERMORE, Calif. – As Donald Trump’s “fire and fury” statements
directed at North Korea ratcheted up worldwide concerns Above: Biochemical warfare soldiers during a drill as part of Ulchi Freedom
over possible nuclear war, some 250 demonstrators gathered Guardian, joint military drills involving 50,000 South Korean troops and
outside the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory Aug. 9, to
around 175,000 soldiers from the United States . (AFP Photo)
commemorate the 72nd anniversary of the U.S. nuclear bombing
Below: South Korean and U.S. tanks fire live rounds during a military
of Hiroshima and Nagasaki during World War II and to demand
exercise near the border of North Korea. (Kim Hong-Ji/Reuters)
permanent, total abolition of nuclear weapons.
After an opening rally nearby, protesters marched to the lab’s
gates, where they held a ceremonial die-in and dance. Later, some
four dozen demonstrators were nonviolently arrested after they
defied police demands to disperse.
Marylia Kelley, executive director of the Livermore-based TriValley Communities against a Radioactive Environment, opened
the rally with a warning that the lab’s weapons developers –

already spending over $1 billion this year on nuclear
weapons activities – are “busy designing a new
warhead for a new, long-range standoff weapon.”
But she added a note of hope, over the United
Nations conference that resulted in 122 nations
approving a treaty for the complete abolition of
nuclear weapons, with one nation abstaining and
one voting against. (Not surprisingly, none of the
current nuclear weapons nations participated in the
conference.)
“We’re here at a critical juncture where there is
escalating nuclear danger,” Kelley said, “but there
is also escalating pressure for global nuclear
disarmament …. The overwhelming number of
nations in the world say nuclear weapons are
unacceptable. They are now illegal, and we must
work toward their actual physical dismantlement
and elimination.”
Picking up on the medical profession’s motto, “First,
do no harm,” medical oncologist and global warming
expert Dr. Jan Kirsch warned of the catastrophic
dangers posed by even a “limited” nuclear attack of
some 100 Hiroshima-sized bombs. Tens of millions
would die in the immediate aftermath, she said,
while blockage of the sun by debris would bring
worldwide crop failures, and “a couple billion people
would die within the next few years.”
Noting that over $1 trillion is currently allocated for
U.S. nuclear weapons over the next 30 years, Kirsch
– a global warming specialist with Physicians for
Social Responsibility – asked the crowd, “Wouldn’t it
be a magnificent thing if we could mobilize money
and minds to get to carbon neutrality within several
years, not several decades? These are the things we
should be spending our money on, not on weapons
that could only be used to usher in the last day of

U.S. youth work for
peace
By Cameron Orr
On October 14 – 22nd, an estimated 50,000 youth
from over 183 countries will gather in Sochi, Russia
for the 19th World Festival of Youth and Students
(WFYS). This worldwide gathering of young leaders
will work together towards a united struggle against
imperialism, racism, and fascism, while highlighting
the role of the youth in the struggle for gender
equality, workers’ rights, free access to education
and healthcare, and many other issues. The festival
will also help build international solidarity and
friendship through sports and cultural events.
The festival slogan is, “For peace, solidarity, and
social justice, we struggle against imperialism —
Honoring our past, we build the future!” It is being
held in Russia in honor of the 100th anniversary of
the great October Revolution and will also honor
the memory of Ernesto “Che” Guevara, Fidel Castro
Ruz, and Mohamed Adelaziz, leader of the Sahrawi
national liberation movement against Moroccan
occupation of Western Sahara, the last remaining
colony in Africa.
Throughout the years the Festival Movement has
defended and advanced civil and democratic rights,
and the rights of nations to self-determination. It is
organized by the World Federation of Democratic
Youth (WFDY), which was formed at the initiative of

civilization.”
In 1971 Pentagon war planner Daniel Ellsberg released the
Pentagon Papers, a top-secret Department of Defense study of U.S.
political and military involvement in Vietnam from 1945 to 1967.
He has been a dedicated campaigner for disarmament ever since.
As featured speaker at the rally, Ellsberg pointed out that the
atomic bombs ultimately killed around 300,000 at Hiroshima and
Nagasaki.
“The threats Trump was making the other day – the words and
music were a little different, but the sense has been the same for 70
years,” he said. “The truth is, the American people need to tell this
president, and Congress and the media: the U.S. has no nuclear
first-use option on the table. That is not an option – it is a rehearsal
for the destruction of life on earth.”
Takashi Tanemori, who survived the Hiroshima bombing as a child,
urged that peace, kindness and forgiveness should replace the
threats now being uttered about fire, fury and destruction.
Christine Hong, a faculty member at the University of California,
Santa Cruz and an expert on North Korea, reminded the crowd
that the Korean War, which began in 1950, had horrendous
consequences for the Korean peninsula as a whole and for North
Korea in particular. “In an asymmetrical conflict in which the U.S.
monopolized the skies, raining down ruin from on high,” she said,
“an estimated 4 million Koreans – the vast majority of them civilians
– were killed. Chinese statistics indicate that North Korea lost an
unimaginable 30 percent of its population.”
Calling North Korea “the most heavily sanctioned nation on this
earth,” Hong said the country has been the subject of ongoing
regime change efforts by the United States, including nuclear
threats on several occasions and the basing of U.S. nuclear weapons
in South Korea in defiance of the 1953 armistice agreement.
A peace treaty has never been signed; officially the Korean War has
never ended.•
the World Youth Council in 1945 to fight against fascism. WFDY
is an internationally recognized NGO enjoying consultative status
with the United Nations’ Economic and Social Council and with the
UN Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization. It is also a
member of the International Meeting of Communist and Workers’
Parties (IMCWP).
The Communist Party USA (CPUSA) is sending a diverse delegation
of young people to the festival. Two delegates from the New
York District of the CPUSA will be attending and are organizing a
Roundtable and Party on October 1st from 4pm - 7pm at Henry
Winston Unity Hall (235 W 23rd St., 7th Floor) to involve young
workers and trade unionists, students, organizers, and activists
in the preparations for the festival. There will music, videos and
culture; drinks and snacks; and great conversation with young
leaders in the movement of the 99%.
Do you think the struggles of young people around the world are
connected? How are they connected? Tell the New York delegates
to the 19th World Festival of Youth and Students about the issues
that matter to you and what issues you think should be highlighted
at the festival. If you would like to attend the event on October
1st, you can find more info and RSVP via the Facebook event link
at www.facebook.com/WFYSUSA or send an email to cameron@
yclusa.org. A report back will be organized after the delegates
have returned from the festival. •
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Trump, evicter-inchief
By Cameron Orr
Landlord-in-chief Donald Trump wants to evict
800,000 people from the U.S. On September 5th,
the Trump administration announced it intends to
end the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals.
Some DACA recipients, employed in the
construction industry, built the very buildings that
have made such real-estate moguls rich.
Every day the people of New York City are fighting
landlords and their racist policies. This past week
has been no exception. On Wednesday, August
30th, thousands turned out for a march to protect
DACA. It was organized by 15 different community
organizations including 32BJ SEIU, Working
Families Party, Make the Road New York, New York
Immigration Coalition, United We Dream, Tenants
and Neighbors, Churches United For Fair Housing
(CUFFH), New York Communities for Change,
Alliance for Quality Education (AQE), VOCAL NY,
the Women’s March, and the Center for Popular
Democracy. Thousands in cities and municipalities
around the country also rallied and marched to
defend DACA.

42,000 New Yorkers were protected by DACA. A sit-down protest against the repeal of
DACA took place in front of Trump Tower Tuesday, Sept. 5th. (Scott Heins/Gothamist)
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The Trump administration didn’t listen and didn’t
care. Less than a week later, Attorney General Jeff
Sessions was serving a horrific eviction notice to
nearly 1 million people.

• Hurricanes and the storm of climate denial

Thousands came out in protest across the state
and nation that same day. At Trump Tower in New
York City, 34 protestors with Our Revolution and
Movimiento Cosecha were arrested, including
9 DACA recipients. In the evening, thousands
more rallied in Foley Square and marched across
the Brooklyn Bridge. Protests also took place in
Syracuse and in the Hudson Valley. On Friday the
8th, the people of Staten Island and Rochester
came out in protest and a Colombus Circle action
took place on Saturday, immediately following the
Labor Day Parade.

• U.S. youth work for peace

As People’s World writer Mark Gruenberg wrote,
Sessions “has praised immigration laws enacted in
the U.S. in the 1920’s … designed by eugenicists
whose racist theories were later used by Hitler
and the Nazis.” They were “based on the goal of
preserving ‘healthy Anglo-Saxon racial stock’ in
America.”

• A lesson for the US: Cuba’s response to hurricanes
• California protests “radioactive” Livermore nuke lab

More stories online at NY.PWW.org
Sessions said they were ending DACA to “advance” the “unsurpassed
legal heritage” “inherited from our Founders” and invoked — four times —
the “rule of law.”
In 1850, the “rule of law” included the Fugitive Slave Act. This law “required
officials and all citizens of Northern states to assist in deporting escaped

